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Abstract
In Old English, the present/past dichotomy of the Germanic verbal system was supplemented by the development of periphrastic forms such as the perfect and pluperfect.  However, the inflected past tense continued to be used beside these newer forms to express similar temporal content.  The research presented here aims to provide accurate quantitative data on the distribution within Old English texts both of the periphrastic forms and of semantically comparable preterites. Upon analysis, these data reveal a substantial degree of synchronic variation among Old English texts in their use of these grammatical categories, with no observable diachronic trends.  The evidence does not suggest that this variation is grammatically motivated; it is hypothesised that the preterite and the periphrastic forms differed in their perceived stylistic value, although the exact details of such a difference may no longer be recoverable.
1. Introduction
In Proto-Germanic, the complex Indo-European system of tense and aspect was reduced to a simple present/past dichotomy (see e.g. Ringe 2006: 151–3). Subsequently, many Germanic languages developed new grammatical forms allowing for the explicit marking of a greater number of semantic distinctions, including periphrastic perfects and pluperfects.  In Old English, constructions corresponding formally to the modern perfect and pluperfect are found in texts from the earliest known periods (e.g. Mitchell 1985: ii, 289–91).  Even after these new forms were developed, however, the preterite continued to be used in contexts where the perfect or pluperfect would be used in Modern English, as in the following examples:
(1)	Ic	heold	nu	nigon	gear	wið	ealle	hynða	þines	fæder	gestreon
I	held	now	nine	years	with	all	loss	thy	father’s	property
‘I have now held your father’s property nine years against all loss.’ (ÆLS, I.21.42)2
(2)	Þa	se	gehyrde	þæt	se	Hælend	for[…]	to	Galilea	he	com	to	him
when	that	heard	that	the	Healer	fared		to	Galilee	he	came	to	him
‘When that man heard that the Saviour had travelled to Galilee, he came to Him.’ (WS, John 4:47)
The use of past-tense forms in such contexts persisted into the Middle English period (e.g. Fischer 1992: 256–8).  Accordingly, in Old English speakers wishing to convey semantic content such as that expressed by the Modern English perfect and pluperfect could have recourse to the preterite or to the new periphrastic forms.  It will be seen that in regard to this variation a relatively uncomplicated model has generally been adopted; it has been assumed that there was a steady, though not necessarily continuous, progress towards the state observed in Modern English, with little synchronic variation apart from that due to the use of more conservative or more innovative varieties of speech.  However, little quantitative data has been available that might allow such a model to be evaluated.
Considerable variation exists among the views that have been put forth regarding the diachronic status of the periphrastic perfect and pluperfect in Old English.  For example, Visser (1973: 2189–93) depicts the periphrastic perfect constructions derived from an auxiliary meaning ‘have’ as developing over the course of the Old English period, from a stage in which they could only be formed with transitive verbs towards a stage in which they could also be formed with intransitive verbs; he considers the latter stage to have been reached only at the beginning of the twelfth century, and suggests that such constructions began to reach their modern level of productivity only within Middle English.  Denison (1993: 252), while disputing the dates proposed by Visser and citing several early intransitive examples of the periphrastic perfect, likewise suggests that these constructions were not available for all lexical verbs before late Old English, and infers from the frequent co-occurrence of periphrastic constructions with comparable preterites that the two categories were semantically equivalent in Old English.  Similarly, Carey (1994) views the periphrastic perfect in early Old English as restricted in the semantic categories of verbs with which it could be used; for example, she suggests that such constructions could not be used with perception verbs before late Old English, nor with adverbs of manner before Middle English.3  Other authors see little evidence for diachronic change in the distribution of the periphrastic constructions over the course of the Old English period.  Mitchell (1985: i, 282–98), while acknowledging the existence of some diachronic changes such as the decline of inflected participles in periphrastic constructions, emphasises the lack of correspondence between such trends and any perceptible semantic distinction and adduces evidence for the existence at all points within the Old English period of periphrastic constructions that appear modern by any morphosyntactic or semantic criteria.  Brinton (1988) similarly remarks the presence of apparently modern periphrastic perfects and pluperfects in the earliest texts and the absence of any firm correlations between the semantic content of the constructions and instances of morphosyntactic variation, such as differences in word order and participle agreement; she concludes that the grammatical development of the periphrastic forms was essentially complete by the time of the earliest texts.  While Wischer (2002) remains more open to the possibility that the grammaticalisation of these constructions was not yet complete in Old English, she treats the entire Old English period as a single unit for the purposes of analysis, although providing no explicit discussion of whether this is merely a methodological decision or whether it reflects a theoretical stance regarding the diachronic homogeneity of the distribution of these forms in Old English.  The fact that such a wide variety of positions can be found regarding the diachronic development of the periphrastic perfect and pluperfect illustrates the extent to which further data are needed regarding the actual distribution of these forms.
Where attempts have been made in the aforementioned works to provide quantitative data (e.g. Carey 1994; Diewald 2002), only the periphrastic constructions have been considered.  No quantitative analysis has been performed on semantically comparable uses of the preterite.  Accordingly, it has not previously been possible to distinguish differences in the distribution of the periphrastic forms caused by diachronic grammatical changes from those caused by variation in the content of texts; without such a meaningful standard of comparison, it would not be possible to tell whether a low frequency of periphrastic perfects in a text reflected the author’s use of alternative forms to express similar semantic content or merely the infrequency of reference to any occurrences that would appropriately be denoted by such a form.  Moreover, the question of synchronic variation has seldom been considered apart from its potential role in providing a cross-section of different diachronic stages.  The findings presented here reflect the first stages of an investigation of the relationship in English between the perfect and pluperfect, considered as cross-linguistically applicable semantic domains, and the grammatical forms used to convey such semantic content, by means of analysis designed to provide quantitative data on the use both of the periphrastic constructions and of semantically comparable preterites.  It will be seen that the picture provided by data of this sort is significantly more complex than that assumed in the standard model discussed above.
2. Methodology
2.1. Semantic domains and their relation to morphosyntactic categories
It may be in order to begin by a brief discussion of some theoretical issues underpinning the methodology of the research presented here.  Morphosyntactic categories showing a considerable degree of semantic overlap with the Modern English perfect and pluperfect have been found to occur in a variety of widely distributed languages, even when the grammatical forms involved have developed along different diachronic paths (e.g. Dahl 1985: 129–33; Bybee et al. 1994: 63–105).  It is thus possible to use terms such as ‘perfect’ in two senses: with reference to cross-linguistically applicable semantic domains and with reference to the grammatical forms whose primary purpose is to express semantic content of this sort.  The content of the pluperfect as a semantic category may be described succinctly as the situating of an event prior to a reference point which itself precedes the present (e.g. Comrie 1985: 64–6); in contrast to this simplicity, different types of perfect have often been distinguished, including ‘continuative perfects’, ‘experiential perfects’, ‘resultative perfects’, and ‘perfects of present relevance’ (e.g. Huddleston 2002: 141–6).  The present work largely follows the approach of Portner (2003) in viewing these various types of perfect as different manifestations of a unitary semantic principle: the situating of an occurrence within an ‘Extended Now’ including the present and extending into the past, whose precise extents are determined by the pragmatic context.  Accordingly, an event begun in the past can be connected to the Extended Now in many ways: in terms of its current persistence (continuative perfect), its contribution to the present sum of the subject’s experiences (experiential perfect), its causal relationship to a subsequent state (resultative perfect), or its connection to a discourse context assumed to be of current interest (perfect of present relevance), among other possibilities (see further Portner 2003: 459–61).  If the perfect and pluperfect can be said to constitute abstract semantic categories defined along the above lines, categories which may be given morphosyntactic expression to varying extents in different languages, the question then arises of how speakers decide which occurrences denoted by verbs are compatible with such morphosyntactic marking, and of what criteria can be used to distinguish the occurrences that can be marked in this way from those that cannot.
The content of the perfect and pluperfect is so closely bound up with pragmatic and extralinguistic factors that the use of these grammatical categories cannot be predicted simply from knowledge of the occurrences being described and of their temporal properties.  The use of the perfect creates a presupposition that the occurrence denoted has at present some pragmatically salient relevance, while the use of the past tense creates an implicature that no such relevance exists (see Portner 2003: 478–9, 502); the existence of this paradigmatic opposition in Modern English and its absence in Old English was noted by such early authors as Hoffmann (1934).  However, the presence or absence of such relevance can be largely subjective and dependent on the pragmatic context; speakers are free to decide whether a particular element of the context, such as the present result of a past event, should be drawn to their interlocutors’ attention through the use of the perfect.  As a result, the distinction between the past and the present perfect, unlike other temporal distinctions such as that between the past and the future, is in general not truth-functional (e.g. Mittwoch 2008).  This can be seen in examples such as the following:
(3)	Mary ran a mile.
(4)	Mary has run a mile.
If it is acceptable to say, as in (4), that Mary has run a mile, then it must be true that at some point in the past Mary ran a mile; conversely, if at some point Mary ran a mile, then it may be said in an experiential sense that Mary has run a mile, because running a mile is one of the things that she has done.  In a language such as Modern English which provides unambiguous means of making a formal distinction between (3) and (4), the choice between these two forms will depend on the speaker’s judgement on the relationship between the occurrence in question and the current discourse context.  In the case of the pluperfect, the potential for variation also exists, based not on the pragmatic salience of an event and its consequences but on the degree to which temporal anteriority is felt to need explicit marking.  In some contexts, where the temporal relations between two past events are already clear, the past and pluperfect may be used in what is virtually free variation, as in the following examples (adapted from Visser 1966: 757–60):
(5)	John was surprised that he broke the window.
(6)	John was surprised that he had broken the window.
This optionality in the marking of temporal anteriority may be seen as the persistence of a phenomenon that was present to a far greater degree in Old English (see Mitchell 1975: 159–66).  It can be seen that for both the perfect and the pluperfect, the expression of semantic content belonging to these domains is a non-deterministic phenomenon connected to the discourse context as a whole; where these semantic categories do not receive obligatory grammatical marking, as in Old English, any means of identifying such semantic content must be sensitive to a wide variety of semantic and pragmatic factors.
2.2. Perfect-like and pluperfect-like preterites
In order to obtain quantitative data regarding the distribution of preterites semantically comparable to perfects and pluperfects, it is necessary to have a procedure for distinguishing such forms from other occurrences of the preterite.  The methodology adopted here is essentially a straightforward translation test; if a Modern English perfect or pluperfect is the only acceptable rendering of an Old English preterite, the latter is considered to represent the perfect or pluperfect semantic domain.  In the case of perfects, it is important to stress that such Old English preterites must have a Modern English perfect as their sole acceptable translation; as discussed above, in Modern English it is possible to replace many past-tense forms with perfects and thereby communicate additional information not conveyed by the original verb form, regarding the perceived present relevance of the occurrence.  Accordingly, care must be taken in translation to avoid the interpolation of new information not present in the original text.  In the case of the pluperfect, the foregoing statement regarding translation must be qualified to take into account instances of free variation of the sort described above; even in Modern English, there are many instances in which there is no necessity to use the pluperfect to mark temporal anteriority.  However, in Modern English there are criteria that can be used to distinguish the past-tense forms equivalent to pluperfects from those which are not; they form a discrete category with regard to the sequence of tenses, a phenomenon that has received considerable attention (for bibliography see e.g. Abusch 1997; Giorgi 2009).  As suggested above, while a number of different explanations have been proposed for the variation, often semantically empty, between the pluperfect and the past tense in subordinate clauses such as those in (5)–(6), from the perspective of the present study this phenomenon seems best interpreted as resulting from the optionality of pluperfect marking.  In the analysis of Old English data, when sufficient contextual clues exist to determine that the verb conveys the notion of temporal anteriority of one past occurrence over another, the identification of a preterite as pluperfect-like is generally unproblematic, and where no such context exists, the question is unlikely to arise; Mitchell (1975: 159–66) argues that the ascription of pluperfect semantic content to the Old English preterite by native speakers was probably dependent on the presence of such contextual cues, and provides a discussion of the environments in which a pluperfect interpretation is feasible.  The use of translation as a test for determining the semantic correspondence of Old English and Modern English forms explicitly or implicitly underlies much previous research on the Old English verbal system, including the works discussed above; given the difficulty of constructing a formal definition of the perfect sufficiently exhaustive to have predictive force, it is felt that this technique is affected less by subjectivity than any available alternatives.
Among the forms identified as perfect-like or pluperfect-like by such a translation test, it is possible to distinguish a number of factors favouring a perfect interpretation.  It has been observed (e.g. Mitchell 1985: i, 246–7) that the preterite in Old English could occur with adverbials referring to the moment of speaking such as nu ‘now’.  This can be seen in examples such as the following (repeated from (1) above):
(7)	Ic	heold	nu	nigon	gear	wið	ealle	hynða	þines	fæder	gestreon
I	held	now	nine	years	with	all	loss	thy	father’s	property
‘I have now held your father’s property nine years against all loss.’ (ÆLS, I.21.42)
(8)	*I now held your father’s property nine years against all loss.4





‘The great mercy of Our Lord has delivered us, if we obey His commandments.’ (ÆCHom, I.112.19)
(10)	??The great mercy of Our Lord delivered us, if we obey His commandments.
If the preterite in (9), like that in (10), referred to an occurrence situated entirely in the past and divorced from the present, it would be difficult to interpret the causal relationship asserted between that occurrence and an ongoing state of obedience; instead, what we seem to have is almost a future perfect meaning (‘will have delivered’), which would appear bear a greater affinity to the frequent Old English use of the present to express future meaning than to the ordinary meaning of the preterite.  In cases where an Old English text is translated from a Latin original, evidence as to the temporal content of Old English verb forms can be provided by the Latin tenses that they were used to render.  In some instances, the Old English preterite was actually used to render a Latin present, as in the following examples:
(11)	Mirum	est	valde	quod	audio
wonderful	is	very	what	I-hear
‘What I hear is very wonderful.’ (GD, I.V.3)
(12)	Hit	is	swiþe	wundorlic,	þæt	ic	nu	gehyrde	æt	þe
it	is	very	wonderful,	that	I	now	heard		at	thee
‘It is very wonderful, what I have now heard from you.’ (GD MS C, I.XV.44.23)5





‘You who have been thirsting / were thirsting for man’s blood for thirty years, drink now your fill.’ (Oros, II. 4.76.33)
In accordance with the practice described above, examples such as (13) are excluded from the present study.6  It may be seen from the examples presented here that the use of translation as a test allows a wide range of factors to be taken into account in the identification of preterites showing affinity to the semantic domain of the perfect; although it is possible to identify and analyse the factors involved in individual cases, the use of a procedure such as translation obviates the need to produce an exhaustive list of all such factors.
Similar observations may be made regarding the pluperfect.  Examples exist in which the Modern English pluperfect is the only acceptable translation of an Old English preterite, such as the following (repeated from (2) above):
(14)	Þa	se	gehyrde	þæt	se	Hælend	for[…]	to	Galilea	he	com	to	him
when	that	heard	that	the	Healer	fared		to	Galilee	he	came	to	him
‘When that man heard that the Saviour had travelled to Galilee, he came to Him.’ (WS, John 4:47)
(15)	*When that man heard that the Saviour travelled to Galilee, he came to Him.
A sentence such as (15) would only be acceptable given an imperfective (‘was travelling’) or habitual reading of travelled; the context makes it clear that the Old English preterite was not intended in such a sense, and a pluperfect interpretation is therefore indicated.  In other cases, such as the following example, a pluperfect is not the only acceptable Modern English equivalent:
(16)	He	þurhteah	þæt	he	bæd
He	fulfilled	that	he	bade
‘He carried out what he (had) asked for.’ (ChronA1 I, 167.1)
As with the Modern English examples in (5)–(6), the temporal anteriority of one past occurrence to another is sufficiently established by the context that the presence or absence of explicit pluperfect marking makes little difference to its interpretation; it is precisely because the semantic and pragmatic content conveyed by the Modern English pluperfect is already present in the original text that its use in translation is not considered an unjustified interpolation, and accordingly Old English preterites such as this are counted as falling within the pluperfect domain.  In contrast to the foregoing cases, there are also examples in which no evidence suggests that any pluperfect sense should be ascribed to the Old English text, such as the following:
(17)	On	þys	gere	foran	to	middum	sumera	for	Eadweard	cyning	to	Mældune
on	this	year	before	to	mid		summer	fared	Edward	king	to	Maldon
‘In this year before midsummer King Edward travelled to Maldon.’ (ChronA1 II, 920.1)7
Sentences such as (17) explicitly situate an occurrence prior to a point which itself precedes the moment of speaking, and may therefore bear some similarity in content to the pluperfect as described above.  However, if for were translated in Modern English by a pluperfect, the import of this translation would be quite different from that of the original; the emphasis would be on a state of affairs, existing at midsummer, in which the event of travelling was already completed, and there would be little justification for saying that similar pragmatic content is conveyed in the original text simply by the mention of a point in time subsequent to the event. Accordingly, preterites such as that in (17) are not considered pluperfect-like for the purposes of the present study.
2.3. Periphrastic constructions
Criteria are likewise needed in the identification of periphrastic perfects and pluperfects for the present study.  It should first be stated that the present study is concerned only with periphrastic constructions using habban ‘have’ as an auxiliary.  Old English, like many other languages, could also express perfect-like semantic content through the use of constructions formed with the auxiliary wesan ‘be’.  However, there are a number of reasons for treating the constructions habban separately from those with wesan, both theoretical (for details on the controversy regarding the degree of semantic and syntactic similarity existing in Old English between the two types, see Mitchell 1985: i, 303–4; Rydén & Brorström 1987; McFadden & Alexiadou 2010) and methodological (for the difficulties involved in distinguishing perfects and passives with wesan, see Mitchell 1985: i, 315–19).  The decision to study the constructions with habban as an independent phenomenon in their own right is paralleled in other studies of the Old English perfect such as those by Carey (1994) and Wischer (2002); in the more detailed investigation in Macleod (2012) of the consequences of this methodological decision on Old Saxon data, no statistically significant effects upon the data analysed were found to have resulted.





‘When they had encamped for this, then the army realised that they could not bring the ships out.’ (ChronA1 I, 867.1)
In this sentence, the verb involved is intransitive and thus there is no object that could be interpreted as being possessed.  However, where such formal criteria are not present, the identification of a periphrasis as a perfect or as a stative construction will depend on the semantic interpretation seen to be most compatible with the text.





‘There was great unrest, and they had cast out their king, Osbert, and accepted an alien king, Ælla.’ (ChronA1 I, 867.1)
By some authors (e.g. Mitchell 1985: i, 295) this passage has been interpreted in a stative sense. However, using the approach underlying the present study it is necessary to question whether there are any grounds for such an interpretation.  If there are formally similar constructions found at the same period which are incontrovertibly used to express perfect- or pluperfect-like content, and if the word order and participial agreement found in (19) are not incompatible with its interpretation as a pluperfect, then such an interpretation cannot be summarily rejected.  Moreover, from a pragmatic perspective it might seem more likely that the author would have wished to talk about the act of casting out the king, which would be denoted by a pluperfect, rather than the subsequent keeping of him in an exiled state, which would be denoted by a stative construction. Accordingly, constructions such as (19) have not been excluded from the count of relevant periphrastic forms.
2.4. Texts selected for analysis
The selection of texts for analysis was planned with the goals of providing a balanced and representative sample of manageable size, allowing the comparison of different time periods and providing a range of different styles.  A text that merits special consideration is the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, which provides a record of vernacular prose composition from the end of the ninth century to the middle of the twelfth.  The two longest manuscripts of the Chronicle are both included in the present study (MS A, the Parker manuscript, and MS E, the Peterborough manuscript); the data used in the present study are drawn from the excerpts in the Helsinki Corpus (Rissanen et al. 1996).  As different sections of the Chronicle were written at different times, it is necessary to make subdivisions that will allow diachronic comparison while still being large enough to contain a significant number of samples; the divisions used in the present study, based on the textual discussions in Plummer (1889, xxiv–xxxv), Whitelock (1965, xi–xviii), Bately (1986, xxi–xlvi), and Irvine (2004, xviii–xxiii), are ChronA1 I (from the beginning until the annal for 891), ChronA1 II (892–923), ChronA2 (958–1001), and ChronE (966–1048; 1070–1087; 1105–1121).8  Among the other texts analysed are the Cura Pastoralis (CP), Bede’s Ecclesiastical History (Bede), Orosius’ History (Oros), and Boethius’ Consolation of Philosophy (Boe); the Helsinki Corpus excerpts formed the basis of the samples used, which were further expanded to provide 1876, 1312, 1702, and 1702 lines of text respectively.  A special case was presented by the Dialogues of Gregory the Great (GD), which exists in two different forms: the original Old English translation from the end of the ninth century, which exists most completely in MS C, and a partial revision made at least a century later, which has been observed to show considerable modernisation of the syntax, found in MS H (see Yerkes 1986).  Due to the sparse distribution of relevant forms within these texts, a larger sample was used than in most other cases; the first book was analysed in its entirety, in order to provide meaningful statistics regarding the relative frequencies of the periphrastic constructions and semantically comparable preterites, and all sections exhibiting periphrastic forms from the remaining books were also analysed, providing additional data used in other statistical tests described below.  Other texts analysed include the West Saxon Gospels (WS), Ælfric’s Homilies (ÆCHom) and Lives of the Saints (ÆLS), and the vernacular translation of the Old Testament (OT); in each case the Helsinki Corpus excerpt was used, which for the Old Testament is limited to those sections for which Ælfric’s authorship is most probable (see Clemoes 1966).  An expanded superset of the Helsinki Corpus sample was used for Wulfstan’s Homilies (Wulf).
It may be noted that all the aforementioned texts are prose works; verse passages are omitted from the Helsinki Corpus excerpts of the Chronicle.  The only poetic text analysed in the present study is Genesis B (GenB), which was included in the sample to provide a point of comparison for the Old Saxon data analysed in Macleod (2012).  The syntax of poetic texts may be influenced by additional factors such as metre which are not at issue in prose, and the possibility of consistent register differences between poetry and prose texts adds an additional complication to the comparison of different texts; accordingly, the decision was made to focus on prose for the purposes of the present study.  Numerous examples of periphrastic perfects from poetic texts are known (e.g. Mitchell 1985: i, 280–99), and preliminary evidence suggests that poetry and prose may be similar in their use of these constructions.  Searches of the York corpora of Old English poetry (Pintzuk et al. 2001) and prose (Taylor et al. 2003) for all sentences containing any form of habban ‘have’ and a past participle, regardless of syntax or semantics, reveal that such sentences form a similar proportion of the total in each case (1.16% and 1.22% respectively); the difference between the two corpora in this respect is not statistically significant (χ²(1)=0.276, p>.05).  While it must be emphasised that this method of comparison is somewhat crude, it would seem to favour the view that the two genres are comparable in their use of the categories in question.
As one of the goals of the research presented here is the identification of any diachronic trends in the formal expression of relevant semantic content, it is necessary to arrive at some chronological arrangement of the texts.  For the purposes of analysis, the texts chosen have been divided into four groups; the chronological divisions involved are of necessity fairly broad, not only to provide quantities of data large enough for meaningful comparisons but also to reflect the difficulties often involved in attempting to assign precise dates to Old English texts (for a more detailed discussion of the dating, see Macleod 2012: 74–81). The Old English texts chosen for analysis and the chronology assigned to them can be seen in the following table:
















Table 1: Texts and Time Periods
It should be noted that, as discussed above, the principal hypothesis to be evaluated with respect to diachronic trends in Old English is that the periphrastic perfect, being an innovative form, came to be used more frequently over time.  Accordingly, where any potential exists for variance in the dating of a text, the period assigned here is the one that would conform most closely to this hypothesis, in order to provide the fairest possible test and to make the absence of any observable trend more meaningful.  For example, the period assigned to the West Saxon Gospels is in accordance with the views expressed by authors such as Skeat (1871) and Grünberg (1967) rather than those of authors such as Liuzza (2000); as will be seen, this text contains relatively few periphrastic forms, and therefore the early dating, which is the more conservative with respect to the hypothesis in question, is adopted here.  The results of the diachronic comparison based on this grouping can be seen in the following section.
4. Results
4.1. Distribution of forms
A striking amount of variation is revealed among the Old English texts analysed in their choice between the preterite and the periphrastic forms to represent content from the semantic domains of the perfect and pluperfect; this can be seen from the following table:
	Perfect	Pluperfect
	Preterite	Periphrastic	Preterite	Periphrastic
ChronA1 I	100.0% (n=1)	0.0% (n=0)	83.9% (n=26)	16.1% (n=5)
Bede	89.5% (n=17)	10.5% (n=2)	91.9% (n=57)	8.1% (n=5)
Boe	30.2% (n=16)	69.8% (n=37)	6.2% (n=1)	93.8% (n=15)
CP	38.2% (n=13)	61.8% (n=21)	57.7% (n=15)	42.3% (n=11)
GD MS C I	100.0% (n=24)	0.0% (n=0)	89.2% (n=58)	10.8% (n=7)
ChronA1 II	100.0% (n=2)	0.0% (n=0)	39.5% (n=15)	60.5% (n=23)
Oros	71.4% (n=10)	28.6% (n=4)	59.3% (n=51)	40.7% (n=35)
ChronA2	—	—	0.0% (n=0)	100.0% (n=2)
GD MS H I	95.0% (n=19)	5.0% (n=1)	87.7% (n=50)	12.3% (n=7)
GenB	21.7% (n=5)	78.3% (n=18)	48.0% (n=12)	52.0% (n=13)
WS	100.0% (n=50)	0.0% (n=0)	95.1% (n=39)	4.9% (n=2)
ÆCHom	94.1% (n=16)	5.9% (n=1)	90.0% (n=9)	10.0% (n=1)
ÆLS	100.0% (n=11)	0.0% (n=0)	91.4% (n=32)	8.6% (n=3)
OT	100.0% (n=48)	0.0% (n=0)	93.2% (n=41)	6.8% (n=3)
Wulf	75.0% (n=30)	25.0% (n=10)	100.0% (n=7)	0.0% (n=0)
ChronE	75.0% (n=3)	25.0% (n=1)	59.3% (n=32)	40.7% (n=22)
Total:	73.6% (n=265)	26.4% (n=95)	74.3% (n=445)	25.7% (n=154)
Table 2: Distribution of Forms in Old English
This variation among texts is statistically significant (perfects: χ²(14)=164.892, p<.001;  pluperfects: χ²(15)=149.187, p<.001).8  There is generally no significant difference within individual texts between the perfect and pluperfect in the use of periphrastic forms, with the sole exception of Boethius (χ²(1)=3.793, p<.05).  A number of variables that could potentially contribute to this variation have been considered; these include diachronic variation, the influence upon translated texts of the original language, and pragmatic and stylistic variation influenced by variables such as discourse context.
4.2. Diachronic variation
As previously mentioned, it has been suggested that the grammatical status of the periphrastic perfect and pluperfect underwent observable diachronic change over the course of the Old English period.  However, analysis of the data from the present study suggests that chronology is not a relevant factor in variation of the sort shown in Table 2.  
	Perfect	Pluperfect
	Preterite	Periphrastic	Preterite	Periphrastic
Late 9th c.–early 10th c.












Late 10th c.–early 11th c.











Table 3: Chronological Comparison of Old English Texts
With the texts broken down into the above chronological groupings, it can be seen that the use of periphrastic forms shows neither a regular increase nor a regular decrease over time.  It should be noted that the picture for perfects is less representative than that for pluperfects, due to the extreme scarcity of the perfect as a semantic category within the latest text, ChronE.  Statistical analysis confirms the absence of any significant correlation between the period of the texts and the proportion of periphrastic forms used in them (Spearman’s ρ=-.400 (perfects), .200 (pluperfects), p>.05).  Moreover, it can be seen from Table 2 above that these chronological groupings conceal considerable synchronic variation among the individual texts.  This is the case especially within the first two periods, which contain texts differing to the extent of Bede and Boethius, and the West Saxon Gospels and Genesis B, respectively; statistically significant variation exists both among texts of the first period (perfects: χ²(6)=49.996, p<.001; pluperfects: χ²(6)=80.915, p<.001) and among texts of the second period (perfects: χ²(2)=63.085, p<.001; pluperfects: χ²(3)=32.934, p<.001).  The greater degree of consistency in the later periods is attributable in part to the inclusion of texts from fewer authors, a limitation that reflects the nature of the available data.  It may be mentioned that there is no statistically significant variation among the works of Ælfric analysed here (perfects: χ²(2)=3.517, p>.05; pluperfects: χ²(2)=0.154, p>.05); although the variation between Ælfric and Wulfstan is not significant in the case of pluperfects (χ²(1)=0.594, p>.05), it is significant for perfects (χ²(1)=17.126, p<.001).  It can be seen from this analysis that although synchronic variation in the expression of perfect and pluperfect semantics exists at all periods, no readily discernible diachronic trend underlying this variation seems to exist over the course of the Old English period.
Another potential hypothesis regarding the role of diachronic change in the variation described above is that the data reflect a mixture of a more primitive form of the language with a more advanced form in which the periphrastic constructions have attained a more modern state.  Heterogeneity of this sort has been adduced to explain other forms of variation in Old English (e.g. Pintzuk & Taylor 2006 on word order).  However, such a hypothesis would also seem to be incompatible with the evidence.  Unambiguously modern examples of periphrastic perfects and pluperfects are found in all texts analysed, even those from early periods and those which generally prefer the preterite as an expression of similar content:
(20)	Þu	nu	hafast	þurh	Godes	gife	þinra	feonda	hond	beswicade
thou	now	hast	through	God’s	gift	thy	fiends’	hands	eluded 
‘You have now through God’s gift eluded the hands of your enemies.’ (Bede II.9.132.22)
(21)	He	for	þæs	mynstres	þearfe,	swa	swa	he	ær	gecweden	hæfde,	wæs	utfarende
he	for	the	minster’s	need,	so	so	he	ere	bespoken	had,	was	out-faring
‘He was going out for the needs of the monastery, just as he had arranged previously.’ (GD MS C I.IV.22.11)










‘Our Lord will then know how we have kept our Christianity.’ (Wulf II.121.69)
These examples further illustrate further the use of semantically modern periphrastic constructions by authors who normally prefer the preterite.   In (22), which contains one of the very few periphrastic pluperfects from the West Saxon Gospels, the grammaticalised state of this form is shown by its construction with an intransitive verb; as (18) above shows, such intransitive constructions are already found in earlier texts.  In (23), the temporal nature of the periphrasis is clearly shown by its use with other temporal expressions such as wile and þonne to refer to a span of time extending into the future.  If the use of the preterite to express perfect or pluperfect semantic content were due to the authors’ use of a form of the language in which such constructions were ungrammatical, it would be difficult to explain their availability at these points.  As previously noted, the use of the preterite to express content from the semantic domains of the perfect and pluperfect was not at this period archaic, and such preterites were found even in the works of authors who used the periphrastic forms freely.  Accordingly, any hypothetical heterogeneous mixture would involve a form of the language in which only the preterite was used for these purposes and one in which either the preterite or the periphrastic forms could be used; there would be grave empirical difficulties in attempting to assign a given preterite to one of these varieties.  It would appear from the evidence presented here that the variation among Old English texts in their use of these forms is better explained as some form of synchronic variation which underwent little diachronic change within the Old English period.
4.3. Effects of translation
In the case of Old English texts translated from Latin originals, one possibility to be taken into account is that the grammatical form chosen in Old English was influenced by the original Latin form.  Analysis of the correspondences between Latin and Old English forms (see Macleod 2012) revealed that the most salient distinction is that between more literal and freer translations.  The latter category encompasses a wide variety of translation practices, including changes in tense, the rendering of original nouns or non-finite verbs by finite verb phrases, and the interpolation of new material.  It should be noted that the changes in tense qualifying a translation as ‘free’ are not merely of the sort shown in (11)–(12) above, where the notion of an ongoing state is expressed by a present in Latin and by a perfect-like preterite in Old English, but more substantial changes such as those produced when an independent clause in the original is subordinated in the translation.  Some interpolations of new material consist solely of the rendering by two nearly synonymous Old English verbs of a single verb in the Latin text (e.g. the translation in Bede V.XIII.430.29 of Latin vidisti ‘saw’ as sceawadest & gesawa ‘looked at and saw’); for the present purposes it was felt that such cases are essentially multiple instances of the same translation, and therefore only the first verb is counted.
An association between the type of translation and the form used in Old English is found for only one text, the Dialogues.  The differences between more literal and freer translations in respect to the choice of form can be seen in the following table:
	Literal	Free
	Preterite	Periphrastic	Preterite	Periphrastic
Bede	87.5% (n=14)	12.5% (n=2)	100.0% (n=1)	0.0% (n=0)
Boe	33.3% (n=4)	66.7% (n=8)	30.0% (n=12)	70.0% (n=28)
CP	50.0% (n=4)	50.0% (n=4)	34.6% (n=9)	65.4% (n=17)
GDC I	100.0% (n=21)	0.0% (n=0)	100.0% (n=2)	0.0% (n=0)
GDC II–	81.8% (n=18)	18.2% (n=4)	36.4% (n=4)	63.6% (n=7)
Oros	50.0% (n=2)	50.0% (n=2)	80.0% (n=8)	20.0% (n=2)
GDH I	94.4% (n=17)	5.6% (n=1)	100.0% (n=2)	0.0% (n=0)
WS	100.0% (n=50)	0.0% (n=0)	—	—
OT	100.0% (n=43)	0.0% (n=0)	100.0% (n=5)	0.0% (n=0)
Table 4: Translation Practices in Old English Texts (Perfects)
	Literal	Free
	Preterite	Periphrastic	Preterite	Periphrastic
Bede	95.5% (n=42)	4.5% (n=2)	81.2% (n=13)	18.8% (n=3)
Boe	—	—	6.2% (n=1)	93.8% (n=15)
CP	50.0% (n=5)	50.0% (n=5)	62.5% (n=10)	37.5% (n=6)
GDC I	100.0% (n=47)	0.0% (n=0)	56.3% (n=9)	43.8% (n=7)
GDC II–	87.7% (n=57)	12.3% (n=8)	46.7% (n=14)	53.3% (n=16)
Oros	50.0% (n=3)	50.0% (n=3)	60.0% (n=48)	40.0% (n=32)
GDH I	97.6% (n=41)	2.4% (n=1)	60.0% (n=9)	40.0% (n=6)
WS	95.1% (n=39)	4.9% (n=2)	—	—
OT	95.7% (n=22)	4.3% (n=1)	90.5% (n=19)	9.5% (n=2)
Table 5: Translation Practices in Old English Texts (Pluperfects)
As described above, only Book I of the Dialogues was analysed in its entirety, while only sections containing at least one periphrastic construction were analysed for the remaining books; MS H does not extend sufficiently far beyond Book I to provide enough samples for meaningful analysis.  Because of this selective analysis, the sample from Book II onward is not representative in regard to the ratio between periphrastic perfects and similar past-tense forms; however, other relationships, such as that between periphrastic forms and their Latin originals, remain unaffected.  In the later books of MS C, periphrastic forms are associated with free translation to a statistically significant degree (perfects: χ²(1)=6.818, p<.01; pluperfects: χ²(1)=18.298, p<.001).  This association also holds for pluperfects in Book I of MS C (MS C: χ²(1)=23.133, p<.001; MS H: χ²(1)=14.520, p<.01).  The absence of any significant association for perfects in Book I may be attributed to the low incidence in this book of free translations within this semantic domain.  There is no apparent internal motivation for the differing occurrence of such free translations among the different books of the Dialogues, which are generally similar in content; the survival of this text only in late copies makes it difficult to evaluate external possibilities such as multiple authorship (see Yerkes 1986).  The prevailing association between periphrastic forms and freer translations may possibly be related to a simple tendency towards iconicity, whereby a single synthetically inflected verb form would be represented by another verb form of the same kind; in passages where the Latin model was not followed so strictly, a close iconic parallelism would not be possible and so the text might approximate more nearly to the translator’s usual usage.
Although statistical evidence for the influence of translation upon the form of an Old English text is present only for the Dialogues, similar factors may also be responsible for the choice of form found in some other cases.  One such case is that of Genesis B, the Old English translation of the Old Saxon poem Genesis; the literalism of the translation and the influence of Old Saxon on the language of the Old English text have long been remarked (see Doane 1991: 47–54).  However, a comparison such as was performed for the Latin texts is not possible in this case; both poems survive only in fragmentary form, with only 27 lines found in both texts.  This overlapping portion contains only two verb forms relevant to the present study (at GenB XIII.229.791; XIII.229.795), about which all that can be said is that the choice of form is the same for both languages in each case.  It can be seen from Table 2 that Genesis B is unusual among Old English texts in its extensive use of the periphrastic constructions, with 78.3% of perfects and 52.0% of pluperfects being expressed in this manner; conversely, the Old Saxon poem, which was analysed in Macleod (2012: 177), shows no significant difference from its Old English counterpart in this respect (perfects: χ²(1)=0.186, p>.05; pluperfects: χ²(1)=1.128, p>.05).  If translation influences are responsible for the differences between Genesis B and other Old English texts, this could also be explained through the operation of iconic tendencies, in this case the desire to render one periphrastic form by another.  It should be noted that both in this case and in that of the Dialogues the fact that the observed translations were felt to be suitable equivalents of the original texts suggests that different translators were simply making use of a range of variation already possible within Old English.
In other cases, the data are not sufficient to determine whether or not translation practices influenced the choice of form in Old English.  For example, the West Saxon Gospels resemble Book I of the Dialogues in being among the most literal of translations; they are also among the lowest in periphrastic forms, with only 2 periphrastic pluperfects, or 4.9% of the total, and no periphrastic perfects.  It is not impossible that tendencies similar to those operating in the Dialogues are operating here, and that the absence of periphrastic forms is an effect of this literalism in translation; however, it is also possible that this text represents a pattern similar to that seen in Ælfric’s Old Testament translations, in which periphrastic forms are avoided even in passages of relatively free translation.  In the absence of similarly free passages from the West Saxon Gospels, it is impossible to prove or disprove either of these hypotheses.10
4.4. Discourse context
Another variable examined in the present study is discourse context; an association between periphrastic perfects and direct speech has been suggested for other Germanic languages such as Old Saxon (Watts 2001) and Middle High German (Zeman 2010), and the possibility of a similar association in Old English merits consideration.  For the present purposes, discourse contexts were broken down into five types: direct speech; indirect speech; narrative; personal discourse, in which the author addresses remarks in his own persona directly to a specific person; and exposition, which embraces all material not belonging to one of the above categories.  Significant associations between discourse context and choice of grammatical form were found in only one text, the Cura Pastoralis (perfects: χ²(2)=8.656, p<.01; pluperfects: χ²(3)=8.520, p<.05):
	Perfect	Pluperfect
	Preterite	Periphrastic	Preterite	Periphrastic
Direct speech	80.0% (n=4)	20.0% (n=1)	33.3% (n=1)	66.7% (n=2)
Personal	100.0% (n=2)	0.0% (n=0)	100.0% (n=1)	0.0% (n=0)
Exposition	25.9% (n=7)	74.1% (n=20)	40.0% (n=6)	60.0% (n=9)
Narrative	—	—	100.0% (n=7)	0.0% (n=0)
Indirect speech	—	—	—	—
Total:	38.2% (n=13)	61.8% (n=21)	57.7 % (n=15)	42.3% (n=11)
Table 6: Discourse Context in the Cura Pastoralis





‘He [the Psalmist] said, “I will tell against myself my sin, Lord, because You have forgiven the wickedness of my heart.”’ (CP LIII.419.8)
This might suggest that the expository pattern represents the norm for this text, from which the Biblical passages represent a deviation.  In such a case, the observed variation would not be directly connected to discourse contexts as such, but it would nevertheless represent a genuine stylistic differentiation; it may be recalled that Table 2 shows a similarly sparse use of periphrastic forms in other Biblical translations such as the West-Saxon Gospels and Ælfric’s Old Testament work.  It must be emphasised that the value that such stylistic differentiation would have been perceived to have cannot be reconstructed with certainty, and that it is difficult to predict why periphrastic forms should have been avoided, without being entirely excluded, in Biblical contexts.  However, the analysis presented here of the role of context provides data that are suggestive, but not conclusive, with regard to some of the factors motivating the observed variation in the expression of perfect and pluperfect semantic content.
4.5. Interpretation of the data
In the present study, a significant and generally unrecognised degree of synchronic variation was found among Old English texts in their choice between the preterite and the new periphrastic constructions as expressions of semantic content from the perfect and pluperfect domains.  No morphosyntactic variables have been identified that could be responsible for the observed range of variation; moreover, although the influence of other languages upon Old English translations may be a factor in some cases, much of the observed variation cannot be ascribed to such a cause.  An essential step in the substantiation of such a negative conclusion was an exhaustive examination of individual examples within their original context; while space constraints preclude a full description of this examination within the present paper, details are given in Macleod (2012: 183–225).  Nevertheless, despite the absence of any obvious factor or set of factors motivating the observed variation, statistical analysis has established that the texts analysed differ in their use of the relevant grammatical forms to a far greater extent than what chance could be expected to produce.  The hypothesis proposed here is that the preterite and the periphrastic forms were available in Old English as means of expressing the semantic and pragmatic content belonging to the perfect and pluperfect domains, but that these two formal categories differed in their perceived stylistic value and were used differentially on this basis.  Such stylistic values may have been related to register or to some other sociolinguistic variable, although the ways in which these forms were perceived to differ by native speakers of Old English may no longer be recoverable.
An explanation of the observed variation along stylistic lines receives some support, if not absolute confirmation, from the data presented above.  For example, in the Pastoral Care the periphrastic forms seem to be preferred significantly in the main text, while the preterite is preferred in Biblical quotations and paraphrases; whatever the precise motivation for this distribution, such a pattern seems more compatible with the stylistic hypothesis proposed here than with an explanation based on grammatical factors.  Such a hypothesis would also be compatible with data from other early Germanic languages.  As mentioned above, evidence from Middle High German suggests that the periphrastic perfect occurred more frequently in dialogue contexts than elsewhere; this distribution has been connected to the growing displacement of the preterite in all senses by the periphrastic construction, a development that proceeded most quickly in colloquial registers (Zeman 2010).  A similar association of the periphrastic forms with dialogue and informal-register contexts has also been suggested for Middle English, a period at which a more diverse range of texts are available than in Old English (Zimmermann 1968: 108–58).  The absence of a statistically significant association with specific discourse contexts in Old English is not necessarily meaningful; it should be noted that the existence of such an association is dependent on the interaction of two independent factors, the association of a grammatical form with a particular stylistic value and the association of this stylistic value with a particular discourse context, and that where these two factors vary independently, an obvious association of this sort may not be found.  To take a purely hypothetical example, if the periphrastic perfect were seen as markedly colloquial, it would exhibit a statistical association with direct speech only if the direct speech in a particular text were significantly more colloquial than the surrounding narrative.  
It would nevertheless be too simplistic to assume that the value of the periphrastic constructions in Old English was specifically colloquial, and that the works in which it was avoided would necessarily be seen as more formal than those in which it was used freely.  The ascription of any phenomenon to stylistic or sociolinguistic variation within Old English involves certain difficulties, chief among which is the difficulty in evaluating Old English texts from this perspective. The most easily identifiable form of stylistic variation within Old English is that between poetry and prose (see e.g. Godden 1992); however, as discussed above, this distinction does not seem to be directly relevant to the variation at issue here.  Beyond the detection of elements associated with poetic style, it is difficult to attach specific meanings to the stylistic variation found among Old English prose texts; where such attempts have been made, judgements tend to be somewhat subjective and to vary widely.  For example, it has been suggested that Wulfstan’s style may have been somewhat more colloquial than that of contemporary authors such as Ælfric, on the basis of his frequent use of intensifiers and avoidance of markedly poetic vocabulary (Godden 1992: 532–3); however, the same elements of his style have elsewhere been attributed to the conscious application of a technique influenced by classical rhetoric (Bethurum 1957: 88–90). Similarly, the style of Boethius has been seen both as artificially Latinate (Potter 1939: 48–9) and as much freer and closer to the vernacular than many other Old English translations (Godden 1992: 525). An additional difficulty in interpreting variation among Old English texts relates to the frequently noted homogeneity of the surviving prose (e.g. Hogg 1988, 189); the prose texts of which we have knowledge are primarily works on theology, history, law, and other such learned subjects, composed in ecclesiastical and court settings, and as such they might be expected to have more similarities than differences when considered in light of the full range of linguistic variation that might be supposed to have existed.  The problems involved in attempting to place specific sociolinguistic interpretations upon the variation found in such Old English texts have been noted by Trousdale (2005).  Any attempt to view the variation described here in terms of register in a strictly sociolinguistic sense might lead one to conclude that the language of King Alfred, to whom the translation of the Cura Pastoralis is ascribed, had less prestige than that of Bishop Wærferth, who translated the Dialogues, or, if the reverse were the case, that the king and his court would take pains to disseminate a translation such as the latter despite its perceived lack of linguistic prestige (for the social context of such translations see e.g. Godden 2004).  Moreover, the fact that not one of the texts analysed in this study entirely avoids the use of the periphrastic constructions should be a further warning against assuming the existence of a style or register that was free from these forms.  Nevertheless, despite the paucity of the evidence and the difficulty of reconstructing the exact value that these forms were perceived to have, the hypothesis that the variation observed in their use had some stylistic associations seems at present more compatible with the data than any known alternative.
4.6. Grammatical prerequisites for variation
It should be noted that if the proposed hypothesis is correct in assuming that the preterite and the periphrastic forms were differentiated stylistically, the existence of such differentiation is dependent on the availability within the grammar of different formal means for expressing similar semantic content.  Variability of this sort may not persist over time; it was noted above that in Modern English the past tense and the present perfect have entered into a paradigmatic opposition, so that the use of either creates a presupposition that the other would be less appropriate pragmatically.  The absence of such an opposition in Old English (see e.g. Mitchell 1985: i, 298) would seem to be confirmed by what is virtually the only native-speaker evidence for the status of the periphrastic perfect tenses in Old English, the grammatical writings of Ælfric.  The Latin perfect had both a perfect sense and a perfective sense, so that a form such as steti could mean either ‘I have stood’ or ‘I stood’; Ælfric, who used this verb in his Latin grammar to illustrate the meaning of the Latin perfect tense, recognized the existence of this semantic duality and provided separate Old English translations for both these senses, rendering the latter as ic stod ‘I stood’ and the former as ic stod fullice ‘I stood fully’; the corresponding Latin pluperfect steteram was translated by him as ic stod gefyrn ‘I stood long ago’ (ÆGr 123–4).  His avoidance of the periphrastic constructions in this context, which has provoked considerable comment (see e.g. Mitchell 1985: i, 295–6), would not have been possible in the presence of a paradigmatic opposition such as exists in Modern English; it is the absence of such an opposition that permits the variability seen in his work and in that of others.  However, the absence of a paradigmatic opposition of this sort is not in itself sufficient to produce variation such as occurred in Old English; it was found in Macleod (2012) that Old Saxon, which was grammatically similar to Old English in this respect, used both the preterite and the periphrastic forms freely to express perfect and pluperfect meaning, and lacked whatever additional factors operated in Old English to retard the use of the new periphrastic forms in certain cases.
5. Conclusion
The data provided by the current study present a picture noticeably different from that seen in much previous literature, as discussed in Chapter 1; whereas the usual view of early Germanic languages assumes little synchronic variation in the use of the perfect and a steady, though not necessarily continuous, diachronic progress toward the states observed in the modern languages, neither of these assumptions would seem to be compatible with the data presented here.  These differences are due in part to the methodological approach adopted here; rather than considering the periphrastic constructions in isolation, their distribution is compared with that of semantically comparable preterites, providing a meaningful standard of comparison essential to understanding the distribution of the relevant formal categories.  The use of such an approach not only reveals previously undescribed trends but can place prior findings on a firmer basis in those cases where the data analysed here concur with those from previous research.  One of the most important findings of the present study is the absence of any clear diachronic trend in the data such as has previously been suggested; although a negative finding of this sort is necessarily inconclusive, the size of the body of data used in the present study and the range of texts from which it was drawn may lend credence to the position taken here.  In contrast to this diachronic stability, the present study reveals a far greater degree of synchronic variation in Old English than has generally been acknowledged; little material has been available that would allow a detailed quantitative assessment of the extent of such variation.  The data presented here also provide additional support for the existence of certain identifiable semantic distinctions within the preterite as a formal category; for example, perfect-like preterites differ from other preterites in their semantic compatibility with temporal adverbs and with the Latin tenses that they are used to translate, as well as in the sequences of tenses in which they occur.  It is hoped that the findings of the present study will contribute to a clearer and more detailed understanding of the expression in Old English of perfect and pluperfect semantic content than was possible in the past.
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2.	References to works consulted from data in the Helsinki Corpus follow the lineation and format used in the Corpus unless otherwise noted.
3.	The larger corpus used in the present study has provided counterexamples including those at CP LIII.413.14, GD MS C II.XIV.133.2, and Wulf II.121.69 (shown here as (23)).
4.	Sentences such as (8) are acceptable only if now is understood to refer to a time other than the moment of speaking, an interpretation which the context clearly excludes for its Old English equivalent in (7).
5.	Citations from the Old English version of Gregory’s Dialogues do not reflect the section numbers used in the text, which are taken over from the Latin original, but rather represent a sequential numbering of the sections into which the Old English text itself is divided.
6.	In fact, cases involving the defective verb wesan ‘be’, which usually lacked a past participle and therefore could not be used in a periphrastic form, are always excluded.
7.	For the format used for citations from the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, see Section 2.4.
8.	No relevant verb forms occur in the section of MS A from 924–957; ChronE comprises the entire Helsinki Corpus excerpt of MS E.
9.	In order to make the significance estimates as accurate as possible, probability values in this section are calculated for χ² tests with one degree of freedom using Fisher’s Exact Test and otherwise using the Monte Carlo method with a confidence interval of 99% and a sample size of 100,000.
10.	While the complex history of Biblical manuscripts gives rise to the possibility that some apparent differences between Old English texts and modern Vulgate editions result from differences in the Latin texts, none of the forms enumerated here is from any of the passages of this sort discussed by Marsden (1995: 395–419) and Liuzza (2000: 26–49)
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